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0.0.0.1 Connectivity After a period of 2-4 spring lifetimes we
find that the distribution of network connectivity, P(z), settles to a
time-independent form, which can be represented by a power law
with an exponent of −1 and an exponential cut off that depends
on smax. A set of steady state connectivity distributions can be
seen in Fig. 1 for smax (denoted by color) ranging from smax =

10 . . .50 and α = 0.05 . . .10. As seen in the figure, the cutoff in P(z)
is controlled primarily by smax with a much weaker dependence
on the activity, α.

0.0.0.2 Stress distribution in steady state We find that the
probability of finding a spring of age tb at a length ` in the steady
state P(l, tb), near the peak, can be fit by a Gaussian of the form:
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The equilibrium length of an active spring that has been growing
for a time tb is s = αtb + 1, which implies that the stress that has
built up in the spring is: σ(tb, `) = k(αtb + 1− `)`. Using this
equation we can perform a simple change of variables to obtain
a conditional distribution for the trace of the stress tensor, Π.
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This stress distribution is doubly peaked. There is a sharp peak
at Π = kt2

b α2/4 the maximum value the stress can have for a
spring of a given age. The mean of this stress distribution is at
kαtb(atb− 1)− k(b1tb + b2t2

b ). Notably there is a large population
under a lot of stress and the mean of this distribution increases
with time. Negative stress here denotes that a spring is over ex-
tending and exerting a contractile force while positive stress de-
notes the spring is applying an extensile force. Some examples
of these conditional distributions are presented in Fig. 3. By
convolving this distribution with the survival probability, Ps(t), of
the springs in the system we can obtain the stress distribution in
steady state.

P(Π) =
∫

dtbPs(tb)P(Π, tb) , (3)

The survival probability Ps(tb) and the failure probability Pf (tb)

are related to each other and to the lifetime distribution, Pl(t),
which is what we prescribe to define the model. We deduce Ps(t)
from the prescribed Gaussian form of Pl(t), as outlined below. The
probability that a spring will survive to an age tb +δ tb is equal to
the probability that it has survived until age tb and then does not
fail in a time interval δ tb.

Ps(tb +δ tb) =Ps(tb)(1−δ tbPf (tb)) (4)

1
δ t

(Ps(tb +δ tb)−Ps(tb)) =Ps(tb)Pf (tb) (5)

dPs(tb)
dtb

=−Ps(tb)Pf (tb) (6)

By assigning a lifetime to each bundle, we are prescribing the
probability that a spring has failed exactly at time tb, i.e., the
probability that a spring has survived until age tb then fails. This
distribution, Pl(tb) =Ps(tb)Pf (tb), we have prescribed to be a Gaus-
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sian:

Pl(tb) =
e

−(tb−τ)2

(2(αs0+τ)/4)2)√
2π((αs0 + τ)/4)2

. (7)

Using this form leads to a survival probability of

Ps(tb) =
1− erf(23/2 tb−τ

τ
)

2τ
(8)

The stress distribution in steady state, which is independent
of time, is obtained from Eq. 3 by using Ps(tb) obtained from
the above equation, and the numerically evaluated distribution
of lengths in steady state, P(l, tb), shown in Fig. 3 of the main
text. Additionally, by convolving the conditional stress distri-
bution with the lifetime distribution, we can define an effective
yield stress distribution. This is not a true yield stress as putting
more stress on a spring will not cause it to break, it is simply the
stress springs are under at the moment of their death dictated
by the lifetime assigned at birth. Fig. 2 in the main text com-
pares the measured stress distribution with the forms predicted by

the above analysis. In the next section, we present our solution
to the stochastic differential equation representing the effective
medium.

0.0.0.3 SDE Solution We provide details of the calculation of
the stochastic differential equation that we have used to model
P(l, tb). To get a sense of how a system behaves we first consider
the floppy limit of the spring, k→ 0

d`
dtb

=−`η (9)

we can solve this equation though a change of variables ` = ey

now d`
dtb = dy

dtb ` and dy
dtb =−η . Now if we want to find 〈`〉= 〈ey〉 we

can use a cumulant expansion to write down log(〈`〉) = log〈ey〉=
−aη tb +Dtb. Thus 〈`〉= e(−aη+D)tb , there is a relaxation timescale
coming from the mean of the noise distribution as well as the
variance. It is important to note here that this calculation was
done using the notion of a Stratonovich31 integral so the notion
of the chain rule remains the same in the presence of multiplica-
tive noise.

For a more complicated system of the form

d`
dtb

= f (tb)`+g(tb)− `η(tb) , (10)

one can make the transformation `= z(tb)exp
(∫ tb
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)
. We can then write
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We can then arrive at
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0.0.0.4 Noise Parameters To complete the definition of our
effective medium, we need to compute the parameters ωη and

ωc, which define the mean and variance of the noise. We obtain
the variation of these parameters with activity by fitting to results
of simulations of the active spring model. The easiest way to
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obtain the values of ωc and ωη is to use the long time limits of
the mean and variance of `. Fitting the mean gives us a value
for ωe f f and fitting the variance gives a value for ωc. It is then
simple to solve for ωη . This process was carried out for values
of α ranging from α = .01 to α = 10 and smax = 50. For smaller
values of smax, it was difficult to obtain adequate statistics since
very few springs reached the long-time limit. For each parameter
value 20 different realizations were simulated and the values of
ωη and ωc were averaged. A plot of these parameters for different
values of α can be seen in Fig. 4.

A set of distributions of ` obtained from this effective medium
theory can be seen in Fig. 5.

0.0.0.5 Elastoplastic Modeling The stress fluctuations ob-
served in our model are reminiscent of those observed in shear-
driven amorphous solids, which undergo plastic failure. A model
that has been used to analyze plasticity in amorphous solids is a
kineto-elastoplastic model. This model can be viewed as a "stress
automaton" in which the solid is divided into mesoscopic ele-
ments each characterized by a yield stress picked from a distri-
bution. Under externally imposed driving at a constant rate, the
stress in each element, σi, builds up elastically until it reaches its
yield stress. Beyond this the stress decays to zero with a charac-
teristic time τ 29,30. The stresses in the other units are then al-
tered by an amount δσ j = Gi jσi according to a prescribed Green’s
function Gi j. The distribution of yield stresses and the Green’s
function parametrize the model.

We performed calculations using a stress automaton under pe-
riodic boundary conditions using the elastic Green’s function, and
the yield stress distribution obtained from our numerical simula-
tions of the active spring model (Fig. 2 c in the main text). This
specific yield stress distribution provides the connection between
the strong nonaffine effects in the transient, active spring net-
work, and the stress reorganization (diffusion) characteristic of
the kineto-elastoplastic models, which envision each mesoscopic
unit as deforming affinely all the way up to the yield stress. Re-
sults were obtained for γ̇〈τ〉 = 1 and 1/2. Comparing the results
for P(σ), shown in Fig. 6, to P(Π) shown in the main text, demon-
strates that the basic mechanism of failure and redistribution of
stress in an elastic medium captures the qualitative behavior ob-
served in the active spring model including the cusp at small
stress.
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Fig. 1 P(z) for different values of α, and smax. Colors correspond to
different values of smax: Blue - smax = 10, Teal - smax = 20, Yellow - smax = 30,
Orange - smax = 40. The spread of points with a given color reflects the
variation with activity for α = 0.05 . . .10.
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Fig. 2 Blue - Life time distribution, Pl(t), of springs for smax = 10, α = 1,
〈τ〉= 9. Red - The corresponding survival time distribution obtained from
Eq. 8.
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Fig. 3 P(Π, tb) for different values of tb. Blue - tb = 1, Red - tb = 2, Yellow-
tb = 3, Purple- tb = 4,
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Fig. 4 Values of noise parameters as a function of α for smax = 50.
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Fig. 5 A set of length distributions of the spring from the effective medium
theory conditioned on how long they have existed. Plots are shown for
tb = (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10) for a system where smax = 10. Gaussian fits of
the regions near the peaks are shown as solid lines.
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Fig. 6 Distribution of σ (blue line) obtained from simulations of the elasto-
plastic miodel using the yield stress distribution computed from the active
springs model with peak scaled to an arbitrary value (red line), which
sets the stress scale for the automaton. These results were obtained for
γ̇〈τ〉= 1.
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